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2001. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 388 A pioneering work in
the area, by a great scholar, this is the most authentic,
exhaustive, comprehensive and tested book of grammar of the
Mundari Languages. Compiling grammar of any language is not
an easy task. It becomes an uphill task, when the chosen
language is in fact a dialect without much sources. In such
difficult circumstances, a great work like the present one is really
a miracle, its a book for all scholars in any discipline, related to
Mundari language and literature. About The Author:- Reverend
John Baptist Hoffmann (1857-1928), was a missionary, social
worker and scholar who lived amongst the Mundas and
Mundarica studied their language and culture. We know of his a
titles to fame: Encyclopaedia. Contents:- Contents Introduction
Mundari vowels and consonants Gender Grammatical Numbers
Formation of Numbers Demonstratives and interrogatives used
as adjectives Demonstrative I. Definite II. - Indefinite III. -
Interrogative Pronouns I. Simple personal II. Emphatic personal
III. Definite demonstrative IV. - Indefinite V. Definite interrogative
VI. Indefinite interrogative Postpositions Numbers I. - Cardinal II.
- Distributive III. - Ordinal IV. - Proportional Adverbs- I. Of place II.
Of quantity III. Of manner IV. Of time Conjunctions...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases rather than
difficult to understand. Your life period is going to be change the instant you total reading this ebook.
-- Letha  O kuneva-- Letha  O kuneva

This is an amazing ebook that we have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge Its been
developed in an extremely straightforward way and is particularly merely a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- B er ta  Schm idt-- B er ta  Schm idt
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